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This invention relates to surgical dressings and more 
particularly to an adhesive type dressing. 

Adhesive type dressings, formed of a section of ad 
hesive tape having a pad a?ixed to a central portion there 
of, are in common use for the treatment of minor cuts, 
burns, abrasions and the like. As is well known, the 
pad on the bandage is contacted by the exudations from 
the Wound and the outer side of the band frequency be 
comes soiled, necessitating replacement of the bandage. 
Further, such bandages tend to become loosened during 
use due to contact with water and other foreign material 
and also due to the exudation of moisture and oils from 
the skin of the user which impairs the adhesive bond be 
tween the tape and the skin. 
An important object of this invention is to provide an 

adhesive type surgical dressing having a plurality of super 
imposed tape sections so arranged that when one tape 
section loses its adhesion, it may be removed and the 
other tape section used to retain the dressing in position. 
A more particular object of this invention is to pro 

vide a surgical dressing including a pair of adhesive type 
bandages each including a pad and a tape section, with 
one bandage superimposed on the other and arranged 
so that when one bandage loses its adhesion or becomes 
soiled, it may be removed and the other bandage used 
to protect the wound. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a surgi 

cal dressing composed of a plurality of separate adhesive 
type bandages in which the lower bandage is arranged to 
substantially enclose the pad on the upper bandage, when 
the latter is not af?xed directly over the wound, to there 
by prevent contamination of the pad on the upper band 
age. 

These, together with various objects and advantages of 
this invention will be more readily appreciated as the 
same becomes better understood by reference to the fol 
lowing detailed description when taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings wherein: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the surgical dressing 
shown applied to a member; 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the dressing; 
Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view through the 

dressing, taken on the plane 3—3 of Fig. 2; and 
Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional view through the dress 

ing, taken on the plane 4-4 of Fig. 2. 
Reference is now made more speci?cally to the surgical 

dressing, designated generally by the numeral 10 and 
shown applied to a member 11 in Fig. l to protectively 
cover a wound such as a cut, burn, or abrasion. The 
dressing comprises a_ plurality of individual adhesive type 
bandages, superimposed one upon the other and so ar 
ranged that the adhesive surface and the pad of the upper 
bandages are protectively covered by being a?ixed to the 
back side of the lower bandages. In the form shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4, a pair of bandages 12 and 13 are provided, 
it being understood that additional bandages may be 
superimposed upon the other bandages, if desired. Each 
of the bandages 12 and 13 comprises a tape section desig 
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nated 15 having an adhesive coating 16 on one side there 
of. As is conventional, the adhesive coating is of the 
type which is normally tacky and arranged to adhere 
to the member 11, when pressed thereon. Pads 17 are 
ai‘?xed to the central portions of each of the tape sections, 
as by having one side thereof pressed against- the adhesive 
surface 16 on the tape section. 
The bandages 12 and 13 are superimposed one upon 

the other with the pad 17 on one tape section, hereinafter 
referred to as the upper tape section overlying the pad 
on the other or lower tape section, and with the end por 
tions of the upper tape section adhered to the back side 
of the end portions on the lower tape section. In order 
to prevent the entrance of foreign material on the pad of 
the upper bandage 12 of the dressing, the tape section 15 
of the upper bandage is formed to extend outwardly of 
the sides of the pad 17, as shown at 15a and is adhered 
to the back side of the lower bandage, alongside the pad 
so as to enclose the entire periphery of the pad. As 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, small ventilating apertures 19 are 
formed in the sections 15 of each of the upper and lower 
bandages, above the pads 17 thereon. 

In order to protect the exposed adhesive coating on 
the lower bandage 13, prior to use of the dressing, pro 
tective sheets 21 or crinoline, plastic coated paper or 
other suitable material are applied to the adhesive coated 
face of the lower tape section at opposite ends of the 
pad 17 thereon and preferably the sheet extends to over 
lie the pad 17. If desired, the surgical bandage may also 
be enclosed in a suitable sealed wrapper (not shown), 
as is conventional, to prevent contamination of the dress~ 
ing before use. 

In the use of the dressing, the protective sheets 21 are 
removed from the lower bandage and the dressing then 
applied to a member such as 11 with the adhesive coating 
16 on the lower bandage adhered to the surface of the 
member. In order to prevent contamination of the 
wound, it is frequently necessary to apply the surgical 
dressing without ?rst cleaning the area surrounding the 
wound. This foreign matter around the wound, as well 
as the moisture and oils exuded from the skin, tends to 
impair the adhesive bond between the lower bandage and 
the skin, causing the dressing to become loosened. When 
the dressing is removed, the end portion of the lower tape 
section 15 which contact the member serve to clean the 
area contacted thereby from foreign material, moisture 
and oils. The lower tape section may then be separated 
from the upper tape section and the latter re-applied to 
the cleaned areas on the member. In this manner, the 
composite surgical dressing disclosed serves to clean the 
area to which it is applied. 
While the surgical dressing 10 is applied to the mem 

ber 11 it is apparent that the lower bandage covers the 
adhesive coated surface ,and pad on the upper bandage 
so as to prevent foreign matter from damaging the ad 
hesive surface or contaminating the pad. Moreover, 
since the pad on the upper bandage overlies the pad on 
the lower bandage and communictes with the latter 
through the ventilating apertures in the lower tape sec 
tion, the upper pad also serves to absorb any excess exuda 
tions from the wound which may ?ow through the venti 
lating apertures 19. 

Since the upper and lower bandages are complete 
dressings in themselves, it is also apparent that the upper 
bandage may be removed from the lower bandage and 
used on a different wound, if desired. 

I claim: 
1. A surgical dressing comprising a pair of individual 

tape sections each having a tacky adhesive coating on 
one face thereof and superimposed one on top of the 
other with adhesive coated side of the upper tape section 
adhering to the other side of the lower tape section, a 



pad a?ixedtoythercentralrportipn on’ each’ tape section 
with the pad on the upper tape section overlying the pad 
on the lower tape section, and aprotective sheet adhered 
to thefadhesive :coated ‘surface; of ,the'lower tape section; V i 

said tape portions. 
5. A surgical dressing comprising a ?rst and. second 

. - adhesive bandage each including a padportion and a tape 
~ portion, said tape portions on? each ‘of the bandages 

2. A;surgical‘idressing-trcornprising apair pfindividual 
tape sectionseeach :having-a tacky,- adhesiveiicoatinggon - ~ 
one face :thepreopf and superimposedone on’ top poflthe, 
other the adhesive, coated side of the upper tape 7 :I 
sectiongadheringttortheother-side of the lower tape sec’ - 
tion, a pad affixed to the‘ central portion on each tape 1 
section t-with the pad. on’, the ;uppen;tape section’ overlying 
the pad on-zthez lowerrtape section,.-avprotective sheetrad- ' 
heredttto "the adhesive. coatedtsurface'of thet‘lower tape 
section,'said ruppentape sectionheing widenthan said pad 
to extendputwardlyofthe:sidestthere'ofgtand having the! 
outwardly extendingtportions adhered .to. the, lower tape ‘ 
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said tape portions, a tape section havinga tacky adhesive 
surface on one’ side thereof a?ixed to said second'pad 
portion and to the other side of said tape portions, (and 
a protective sheet adhered/to the adhesive surface on 

' ~ having a tacky adhesiveI-surfaceion thetfront side thereof; 
the tape portion on the ?rst bandage including sections 
extending from opposite~ends~of the pad'portion thereof, 

' the pad portion of the'second bandage overlying the pad 7 
‘-__ a’ portion of the first bandage, the tape portion of the sec-(1]; 

~ 0nd bandages being a?ixed'to the pad portion'thereof‘and ' 
; having sections extending‘from opposite ends of said last 

_i mentioned pad portion with the adhesive coated from 
section alonglthegsidespfatheipadtthereonrtoseal said pad.~ ' 

'3. Thevcomhinatiom ofaclaim iilgvwhereingattleastthe; 
lower-.tape section hasan apertlrrertherein above the’ pad ‘ '. 
thereontiandl providing communication; between 
on thetuppergand lower tape sections. 

4. ‘A. 'surgical_.;dressingcomprising a ?rst pad portion.‘ 
and tape portions having a tackyadhesive surface on one - 
side ‘thereof,v and extending from opposite; ends of the 
?rstrpad portion, a second ‘pad portion overlying the" side . ' 
of said ?rst pad portion opposite the tackysurface .on; 

the. pads‘ 20 

side thereof adhered to the back side .of the tape sections 
of the. ?rst bandage,.and agprotective sheetv adhered to 
the adhesive coated front faceof the tape sections of the 
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